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About This Game

One year after the plasma nuclear annihilation on Earth, it became clear that there is no rescue in sight and most survivors gave
up the last hope. But Elon believes in the salvation of the dead planet and follows an indefinable buzz into drains. In an

abandoned underground nuclear bunker, he encounters unexpected at a huge, active power generator, which leads him to a
strange factory. There he uncovers the conspiracy of the Apocalypse - armored cyborgs and robots, that want to take revenge on

the planet Earth. Can Elon save the world with his robot friend Steel from ultimate destruction and prevent the spread of
cyborgs?

MainFeatures:

-Apocalyptic Gameplay
-Fully controlable NPC friend: Steel

-Many Weapons
-Funny Conversations

-Easter Eggs
-a very strong atmosphere

-much music
-a sad world

-very EVIL Cybrogs
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Title: Nukklerma: Robot Warfare
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
KerboGames
Publisher:
KerboGames
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7/8/10

Processor: Intel® Core i5

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 940m

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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This is a great co-op game! All about adventuring and surviving. It is really hard to find a co-op game that doesn't become super
repetitive after a few hours. This one ramps up the difficulty pretty quick keeping it interesting and intense!

Yes, I managed to avoid flying into that sun only to panic and fly directly into an asteroid and explode instead! Yes, I was
horrified and laughing at the same time. Yes, that bolder has three eyes and enjoys rolling around the planet. 10/10 would space
again.
. Ugly, MS paint style menus.
Haphazard asset placement.
Fairly boring, maze "solving" play.
Shoot every wall till one falls down, then walk through.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/btd3nT20Drk. This is a nice death really clone that is focused mostly on fighting only. Although there are two
campaign modes (I have played in offline mode, check achievements if you need proof) and the leader board, still the game has
rather low replay value and is quite repetitive. The first person mode is a nice addition, too bad player cannot switch views and I
would enjoy more maps in First mode, especially maybe some real racing, not only time trials.
The game can be a challenge, but at the end Zombie Driver HD is far better execution of this idea of the game.
Still it's an enjoyable game that occurs very often on bundles and sales. Recommended.. Don't buy this game, will not work on
modern computers.. I am totally obsessed with this game!
The whole game is fast-paced, and the animations are funny. xD
You will easily spend few or more hours playing with others or your friend.
The stick figure is easy to control, but I find it difficult to handle close-combat. (My fault :P)
The graphics are simple and beautiful, thumbsup for the wide use of colours!
You do not need a supercomputer to run this game, it just runs smoothly even you have got a potato.
Currently I do not find any problems about the weapons, I might talk about them later.

Those are just my little thoughts on this game with 1-day playtime.
But honestly, it is worth the price if you want to play casually and I highly recommend you to try it out.
Hopefully I can do a deeper reflection for this game in the future. :)
Please let me know what improvement I can make for the review!
Sorry for my bad English. :P

Ratings
Graphics 5/5 (Cute!)
Control 4/5
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Longevity 5/5
.
.
.

Let me go play some more Stick Fight now :D. Game doesn't even have save option. Developer abandon it and made new game
-.-. Truly a very very good yuri VN. Art is great and with voice acted characters and decent music it's a no-brainer to pick up.
Make sure you explore alle three roads through the story, as they are quite different (both story and art goes in three completely
different directions). And trust me: this is one of those VNs where you definitely want to get the 18+ patch!

It would be nice to see a few more achivements though, and some trading cards.. Works fluid with an Oculus. While this is not
something I would play regularly on my spare time, it is something that looks pretty awesome with VR, and makes it much more
entertaining than it normally would be!
For anyone with a VR headset looking for a pretty cool experiance to try it out with; I'd really recommend giving this a shot!.
Such a good game, I honestly can't reccomend it enough. It's very basic, but soo addictive, well worth its cost.
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After playing Company of Heroes 2 i can say without a doubt that this mod is extremely frustrating. It's not the developers fault
or a issue in the mod its self but when playing a WW1 game, you realize that some vehicles and weapons havent been invented
yet and you have to make due with what you have at your disposal. This mod teaches you that you cant rely on huge tanks and
air support to save you in a tight spot and the creators demostrate this very efficienlty. If play games like Company of Heroes 1
and 2, i highly recommend playing this as well.. Super simple or as complicated as you want it to be... there are plenty of other
reviews that go into more detail about the game play.

Ill only say that almost everything works great, there are little bugs, but non game breaking.

I love the game, i havent finished it, (im at around lvl50 as i write the review ~4hrs in) and im already dreading finishing it
because i want MORE.

Super recommended!!!. Good graphics, especially the backwards butterflies, good scenery, and most importantly... good music!
I'm impressed that they fit every stage! I really like that if you press "L", your golf ball glows.. good skills. Maybe wait for a sale
because, come on, it's 20-year-old ROMS with no real extra features added, but the games are still good fun.. I like the feel of
this game, it makes you want to play with it's mechanics, mesmerizes you with artistic levels and beautiful music.
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